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very high detail, at about 5 nm resolution. It combines confocal
microscopy with light-scattering spectroscopy.

Communications
Broadband Access Over Fiber Systems  
Can broadband-speed wireless Internet be introduced to larger
areas by using fibers to deliver the signal? Technologies for
potential applications are reviewed ranging from narrowband
cellular systems to future millimeter-wave systems.

Tunable All-Optical Delays via Brillouin 
Slow Light in an Optical Fiber
In the past few years, researchers have
slowed light from its normal speed of
186,000 miles per hour to zero veloc-
ity. This paper presents a new method
of slowing light that is especially prac-
tical because it can be operated over a 
wide range of wavelengths, including
those in several telecommunications
windows.

The researchers have used this
effect to construct an optical delay, in

which a pulse of light is postponed for up to 1.3 times the
pulse duration; this might be useful for future all-optical sys-
tems that store random access memory and perform data
synchronization.

High-Intensity Lasers
Femtosecond Electron Diffraction: An Atomic Level 
View of Condensed Phase Dynamics
New, previously unconfirmed details are reported on what hap-
pens at the atomic scale when aluminum rapidly melts into a
liquid. Researchers heated solid aluminum to approximately
1,000 degrees in 120 femtoseconds. They found that the alu-
minum atoms in the solid—which are initially arranged like
oranges in a grocery display—are vigorously shaken off by the
laser beam, with the atoms at the corners shaken off first, fol-
lowed by those inside.

High-Intensity Laser Induced Photo-Proton Reactions 
For the first time, tabletop lasers were used to produce specific
kinds of neutron-rich nuclear isotopes, as opposed to the pro-
ton-rich isotopes predominantly achieved with compact lasers
in the past. Such a strategy may broaden the number of nuclear
reactions possible with tabletop lasers and facilitate the produc-
tion of important isotopes such as those used for PET scans.

Fundamentals
Towards Left-Handed Metamaterials at Optical Frequencies 
Left-handed materials bend electromagnetic radiation in the
direction opposite of the way that normal lenses do. While 
previous left-handed materials could only work on electromag-
netic radiation in the microwave range, new materials work on
radiation in the 100 terahertz range.

Laser-Based Gas Sensing
Gas Sensing: Research Product or Commercial Reality? 
For the first time, CLEO has organized a special panel session
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F rom May 22 to 27 in Baltimore, the optics and photonics
communities will come together to learn about innovative

optical research and applications. The 2005 Conference on
Lasers and Electro-Optics/Quantum Electronics and Laser
Science (CLEO/QELS) and the Photonic Applications
Systems and Technologies conference (PhAST) feature more
than 1,500 presentations and tutorials.

CLEO/QELS
The CLEO/QELS subcommittees reviewed each paper to
ensure that only the most intriguing and rigorous research
was accepted. A number of key themes arose.

Biomedicine
Detecting Atherosclerotic Plaques with Time-Resolved
Fluorescence Spectroscopy
A practical fiber-optics system may be used to obtain high-
quality images of clogged arteries and brain tissue. In 34
patients, time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy helped to dif-
ferentiate dangerously inflamed artery plaques from less dan-
gerous deposits. The researchers also used this technique to
distinguish brain tumors from normal tissue in 18 patients.

Fluidic Photonic Integrated Circuit for Cytometric Detection 
Cell counters, or “flow cytometers,” use optical means to carry
out white blood cell analysis for AIDS diagnosis, cancer diagno-
sis and stem-cell sorting. However, cell counters are typically
bulky and are housed in laboratories. This paper shows a more
portable component, a “cell detector on a chip,” that performs 
a core function of flow cytometry: cell detection with very 
high sensitivity.

Application of Confocal Light Scattering Spectroscopic
Microscopy to Monitor Subcellular Organelles 
A new technique allows researchers to determine the dimen-
sions and other physical properties of cell components with
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focused on laser-based gas sensing. The panel will explore the
challenges associated with introducing laser-based gas sensor
technologies to a wider marketplace. It will also draw parallels
between laser-based instruments and the telecommunications
industry in the late 1980s.

The PhAST Program
This year, PhAST strengthens its reputation of focusing on
innovative information, with an eye toward commercial appli-
cations. The PhAST program features six topical areas: lasers in
manufacturing, photonics in homeland and national security,
biophotonics instrumentation, photonics in nanotechnology,
high power semiconductor lasers and active remote sensing.
The conference will highlight current marketable technologies,
showcasing funding opportunities and emphasizing business
applications.

Business Topics
Some talks will address significant funding areas, with several
emphasizing research developments in homeland security. John
Carrano with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) will discuss optically based biological agent sensors,
while Dave Cullin with the Joint Program Executive Office for
Chemical and Biological Defense will focus on defense-related
applications of optical devices.
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Steve Buchsbaum with the Department of Homeland
Security will discuss the Homeland Security Advanced
Research Projects Agency’s chemical, biological, radiological,
nuclear and high-yield explosive defense programs. Martin
Stickley with DARPA will explore the future of diode lasers.

Milton Chang of Incubic, LLC, has organized a “power
lunch” that will give attendees the opportunity to ask questions
and share insights with industry and technology leaders,
including CEOs, operational specialists, professors, venture
capitalists, lawyers and funding agency managers. For more
information, visit www.phastconference.org/conference_
program/business.aspx.

Another session will provide information on key industry
topics with ample opportunity for discussion. Gregory H.
Olsen, chairman of the board, Sensors Unlimited, will discuss
his experience starting and selling two optoelectronics compa-
nies. Stephen R. Forrest, professor of electrical engineering,
Princeton University, plans to highlight the relationship
between industry and academia. Finally, Henry Kressel, manag-
ing director of Warburg Pincus, will present a new interna-
tional business model for technology companies.

For more information or to register, visit the conference Web
sites at www.cleoconference.org and www.phastconference.org.
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